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On Dec 12, 2017, at 8:59 AM, Jay Lowe
<dvdax@usa.com> wrote:
Greetings again,

We can officially confirm today that numerous FBI officials led by ANDREW
MCCABE along with ANDREW WEISMANN have been indicted on
numerous felonies for racketeering, extortion and treason laced offenses.
https://www.docdroid.net/OOnBDc1/p1b-andrew-mccabe-james-rybickiewpriestap-james-comey-trisha-anderson.pdf
[Parcel 7017 0530 0000 3095 3210, 9510 8130 0647 7342 2531 90,
9510 8130 0647 7342 2531 83, each delivered to the high court and
Supreme Courts of Pennsylvania.]
We can also tell you the Department of Justice is no longer heading up the
uranium investigation. That job has now officially been passed over to the
Solicitor General's office as required by law. The acting Solicitor General was
just appointed by Trump a few months ago, and I handed to him nearly all
of the files. This case now strongly intersects with the activites of BARRICK
GOLD corporation, and we wanted to be positive indictments were already
enforced in court before we alerted the public to the next stage of trial on
corruption charges.

Barrack Gold Corporation
Also I delivered a package to Dave C. He is mentioned in all of the Flynn
news reports about the Russia collusion narrative. I can't reveal anything
about where he lives or how I found him, but he has most of the files on
Clinton. If you can figure out who he is, you're a better sleuth than they give
you credit for.
I sent a copy of this message Dave's way to give him a heads up, afterward
he will no longer receive email.
https://www.docdroid.net/TStJiCn/wein.pdf
https://www.docdroid.net/19sT9Yu/weinstein-part-spacey-toback.pdf
https://www.docdroid.net/jt7M8bH/bryan-singer-kevin-spacey-bushindictment-for-trafficking.pdf
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We can now state that the national Grand Jury in Pennsylvania has indicted
JOHN PODESTA a second time, ANDREW MCCABE, JAMES RYBICKI,
ANDREW WEISMANN, PETER STRZOK, MELISSA HODGMAN, E.W.
PRIESTAP and the god-awful hack TRISHA ANDERSON on charges of
formal collusion and obstruction of justice.
https://www.docdroid.net/OOnBDc1/p1b-andrew-mccabe-james-rybickiewpriestap-james-comey-trisha-anderson.pdf
https://www.docdroid.net/0r8Yj57/rejectioninside.pdf
We can also now tell all of you that KEVIN SPACEY got indicted again, and
the military trials just began deliberation on further hard evidence linking
GEORGE H.W. BUSH to the probable assassination of JFK.
Those finely manicured nails won't do them any good this time!
https://www.docdroid.net/CM5sWm7/r2-huma-abedin-giustra-hillaryclinton-racketeering-indictment.pdf
https://www.docdroid.net/bwp3o5e/p2b-harvey-weinstein-frank-giustrahillary-clinton-kevin-spacey-2.pdf
https://www.docdroid.net/cNRVYND/hw-bush-hard-evidence-b.pdf
https://www.docdroid.net/aX8Q1JE/hw-bush-hard-evidence-a.pdf
https://www.docdroid.net/o75DLkm/thomas-geoffrey-fowler-spacey-hardevidence.pdf
https://www.docdroid.net/WVm4SNe/rprc-baia-digital.pdf
https://www.docdroid.net/I7K4x8e/roth-56370.pdf
https://www.docdroid.net/ZnfPYV2/frank-giustra-clinton-foundation.pdf
Also present there according to personal eye witness I found, was CLAYTON
FOWLER a relative of kevin spacey and his crooked CIA lawyer Clay Shaw.
We can confirm that all three of them knew about PETER MUNK, and
apparently PETER MUNK was tied directly to the nine eleven black op
attacks. That's right, folks.
The September 11th 2001 attacks on America are linked directly to Uranium
One.
https://www.docdroid.net/vjspkUd/eirv24n02-19970103-019-inside-storythe-bush-gang-and-b.pdf
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https://www.docdroid.net/HwA0BoL/aefhasbarrickbeenbarrickedbytheus.pdf
https://www.docdroid.net/asZMYOx/2006-annualreviewlettertoshareholders-v001-y57190.pdf
https://www.docdroid.net/POAZCOF/11-19-13-bloomberg.pdf
https://www.docdroid.net/x47ytqi/2014-vol10-02.pdf
https://www.docdroid.net/CLWi4dE/050416-ht.pdf
Many have even come to accuse us of hiding things. However, if you knew
the full extent of this crime spree as we do and as the FBI now does: you
would not be immediately forthcoming without fully investigating first!
Case in point: PODESTA who is now in custody. For example, the company
who John Podesta is the official chair person for is a company called Joule
Unlimited. Joule Unlimited has been accused for many years on the charge
of money laundering. And Joule Unlimited specializes in advanced hydro
physics and thermo dynamics. That's right, the company Podesta oversees is
an expert in hydro carbon based propulsion systems!
http://www.battleswarmblog.com/?tag=joule-unlimited
http://v11.vuturevx.com/exchange-sites/Whitmore%20Group/59/eventspdfs-eu/cco5-agenda-mkt.pdf
http://www.freepatentsonline.com/y2011/0124073.html
The question I'd love to ask Podesta from his cell personally, easily beyond
the rest. Why exactly does Podesta lobby for a group that is investigating
how to electrify hydro carbons and carbon dioxide particles for travel
through the air? Why is he so obsessed over it?
Indeed, this technology is unheard of and very strange. But no doubt widely
used in the years ahead!
Just think while Podesta's in jail, one of his family members may yet help us
crack the code. Or a whole new person for that matter since most of the
research PODESTA's firm Joule Unlimited has done on hydro plane travel is
bound to be very relevant in the near future! This is what President Trump
meant about free energy!
We can also confirm that PETER STRZOK was a partner in Iran's energy
unit that worked with the Friends of Ukraine. This is official confirmation and
the smoking gun, connecting STRZOK to sabotage of the Trump campaign
and it makes the whole puppet show fall apart!
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http://www.fayobserver.com/d8027ffd-e2a6-5ef0-be77-c43f22fb5fa6.html
https://www.zoominfo.com/p/Peter-Strzok/1860610358
https://www.theblot.com/tag/peter-strzok-world-bank
STRZOK was the same crook from the World Bank investment group. Which
confirms by way of a smoking gun, that indeed STRZOK was the first FBI
agent to put pressure on/invent the discredited dossier by Chris Steele.
http://www.zerohedge.com/news/2017-12-03/anti-trump-fbi-agent-firedmueller-probe-relied-russian-farytales-fusion-gps-dossier
This may light the fuse on gaslighting the entire investigation once and for
all! STRZOK is now in jail, and he needs to answer to all the additional
charges we are leveling about the illegal payments for the dossier.
We will also have you note that I found out KEVIN SPACEY FOWLER is
related to WILLIAM ALFRED FOWLER....The nuclear astro physicist. And
he is related to WILLIAM FOWLER, I .... the creator of the SKULL &
BONES society. That's right everybody, the founder of SKULL & BONES is
just another actor...no wonder all we see are BUSHES and BRONFMANS!
They needed an excuse to create the largest Hollywood sound stage!
https://www.docdroid.net/o75DLkm/thomas-geoffrey-fowler-spacey-hardevidence.pdf
HILLARY CLINTON also stated numerous times, she had nothing to do with
the uranium sale or the sale of the mine. We can now prove that was a one
hundred percent on the record lie, with smoking gun evidence!
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There it is, America. The smoking Gun evidence you have been waiting for.
HILLARY CLINTON officially approved, signed off on and endorsed the sale
of millions of tons of plutonium and uranium to Russia's Rosatom and
Ukraine. It couldn't get clearer then that!! That will add an extra year in the
clink for her.
Here's how dangerous the use of uranium has been on America's land and
ranches for the next twenty years or more. It's so bad that the soil won't
even grow wheat the same anymore, thanks to this mercury poison and
treason that was done.
http://www.clays.org/journal/archive/volume%2010/10-1-23.pdf
https://minerals.usgs.gov/minerals/pubs/state/985601.pdf

Things are nasty as a result of this, but thankfully the tribunals are in effect
now. We will deal with this once and for all. Then, it's time to see what free
energy devices are about! For too long has America relied on poison.
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The CLINTONS will go down in history as the worst examples of Bonny and
Clyde ever seen. Criminals never learn. Be sure to spread the word and pass
this onward.
America is now undergoing radical changes with martial law in effect as well.
It seems Jeff Sessions is getting fired this week, you have a new Special
Counsel America. Your acting Special Counsel is now Solicitor General Noel!
Watch your backs and your six.
Sincerely,
Jay Lowe
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